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Abstract: In this paper, we present a case study of how well subject metadata (comprising headings from an inter-
national classification scheme) has been deployed in a national data catalogue, and how often data seekers use sub-
ject metadata when searching for data. Through an analysis of user search behaviour as recorded in search logs, we 
find evidence that users utilise the subject metadata for data discovery. Since approximately half of the records in-
gested by the catalogue did not include subject metadata at the time of harvest, we experimented with automatic 
subject classification approaches in order to enrich these records and to provide additional support for user search 
and data discovery. Our results show that automatic methods work well for well represented categories of subject 
metadata, and these categories tend to have features that can distinguish themselves from the other categories. Our 
findings raise implications for data catalogue providers; they should invest more effort to enhance the quality of 
data records by providing an adequate description of these records for under-represented subject categories.  
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1.0 Introduction  
 
In recent years, research data has become more accessible 
through institutional data repositories and data catalogues. 
In a survey of data service providers, several important sys-
tem design issues have been recognised, such as the metadata 
elements indexed, search results ranking models, and system 
evaluation methods (Khalsa et al., 2018). The importance 
of metadata and portal functionalities has been identified in 
user requirements and recommendations for data reposito-
ries (Wu et al., 2019). One of the key functions of metadata 
schemas is the provision of subject metadata to support us-
ers to find relevant data. Yet the outstanding research ques-
tions of how data providers describe their data records with 
subject metadata, and how users utilise the subject metadata 
for data search remain unanswered. 

A controlled vocabulary is designed to address the prob-
lem of “many-one and one-many relationships between 
words and their referents” (Svenonius, 1986, 332) in the use 
of natural language in information retrieval. Controlled vo-
cabularies have long been studied by the library science com-
munity for their role in improving resource discovery by ad-
dressing the issue of synonyms and homonyms (Gross et al. 
2015; Hjørland, 2016; Liu & Wacholder, 2017). In parallel, 
in the data management field, the FAIR data principles 
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) encourage 
datasets to be described with rich metadata, using formal, 
accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for 
knowledge representation and discovery (Wilson 2016). We 
have seen much effort put into the development of vocabu-
laries to define various data attributes such as data subject, 
data format, data license, etc., but less effort in investigating 
how those vocabularies are deployed and whether a deploy-
ment can be assisted by automation (See Khalsa, Cotroneo, 
& Wu, 2018, for a recent survey of data service providers).  

In this study, we take an Australian research data na-
tional catalogue - Research Data Australia (RDA) as a case 
study to explore user data search behaviour. Specifically, we 
investigate the following three research questions:  
 
1. How well do data providers describe their data records 

(or metadata) with subject metadata?  
2. How often do data seekers utilise the subject metadata 

when searching for data?  
3. Can the automated assignment of subject metadata 

reach an agreed level of accuracy? 

To answer the first two research questions, we analyse the 
RDA catalogue content and RDA search logs respectively. 
To explore the third research question, we compare four 
state-of-the-art machine learning methods that automati-
cally assign subject categories to data records using the 
Fields of Research (FoR) classification code from the Aus-
tralian and New Zealand Standard Research Classification 
scheme (ANZSRC-FoR), one type of knowledge organiza-
tion system (KOS) (Hodges, 2000). The ANZSRC-FoR 
code (ANZSRC 2008)1 is widely used to measure and ana-
lyse research and experimental development (R&D) under-
taken in Australia and New Zealand. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses re-
lated work and challenges related to our research questions, 
Section 3 describes the catalogue Research Data Australia 
used for our study, Section 4 presents our findings to each 
research question, Section 5 concludes and discusses the im-
plication of this study and future studies.  
 
2.0 Related work 
 
2.1 The role of classification in library catalogue 

search 
 
The purpose of classification is to help us organise and ori-
ent ourselves within a vast information and knowledge 
landscape, to better understand the world around us, and to 
more effectively communicate with each other. That is, clas-
sification systems can shape our worldviews and social in-
teractions (Bowker & Star, 2000). For example, libraries 
have long used classification systems such as the Dewey 
Decimal Classification and the Library of Congress Classi-
fication to organise books, learning materials and research 
publications. These classifications help library patrons to 
find a required resource (e.g., a book) in the physical envi-
ronment of a library but also in a digital, online version of a 
library catalogue (Dai, et al, 2020). Gross (et al. 2015) 
looked at the importance of controlled vocabularies in li-
brary catalogues. Their study showed about 27.7 percent of 
relevant resources would be lost if no subject headings were 
presented in catalogue records. Liu and Wacholder (2017) 
demonstrated that domain experts are more able than less 
expert searchers to use subject headings to achieve high pre-
cision search results. Application of structure and con-
trolled vocabularies is an important characteristic that dis-
tinguishes a digital library collection from the unstructured 
web collection, where keyword search pre-dominates. 
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There are two main approaches to applying a classifica-
tion scheme to resources: manual and automated. In a man-
ual approach, a resource owner or provider assigns the re-
source to a classification category and may also assign it to 
subcategories if they wish to provide more specific access 
points. For example, when a researcher submits a paper to a 
journal, they are asked to allocate a few subject terms to de-
scribe the paper. In an automated approach, a pre-trained 
classification model assigns a resource to a category label 
based on the probability that the resource is similar to other 
resources in that category. An automated approach can be 
top down, applying an existing classification scheme to re-
sources, or bottom up, finding natural groups among re-
sources through clustering (Wu et al. 2001). Although the 
manual approach may produce more precise categorisation 
than the automated approach, the manual approach is labo-
rious, and may result in resources being overlooked, and not 
receiving category labels.  

MacFarlane (2016) argued that knowledge organisation 
still plays its role in multimedia information retrieval. By ap-
plying controlled vocabularies to resources, online library 
catalogues can provide facet search and facet filter to enable 
users to navigate online resources, and to refine or narrow a 
search, especially when a user’s needs are vague or when 
their search terms do not quite match index terms. Kem-
man, Kleppe and Maarseveen (2013) revealed the relation-
ship between user search behaviour and search interface fac-
ets. Nielson and Turney (2015) demonstrated that facets 
and filters are extremely effective in information retrieval 
systems. Bogaard et al. (2019) analysed a search log from a 
digital library of well described historical newspaper collec-
tion, and their study shows that faceted search is more prev-
alent than non-faceted search in terms of the number of 
unique queries, time spent, clicks and downloads. 

Facets or categories have been also found to provide ad-
ditional context that assists users to navigate search results 
from an information retrieval system. For example, Pratt, 
Hearst et al. (1999) studied a knowledge-based method for 
dynamically categorising a search result into a hierarchical 
term structure, a method that utilises subject terms and 
structures provided by the National Library of Medicine 
and the Unified Medical Language System. Their user 
study suggested that the hierarchical categorisation ap-
proach helped users find answers to certain types of ques-
tions more efficiently and easily than when search results 
were presented in a ranked list. Wu, Fuller and Wilkinson 
(2001) tried to use WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) for inferring 
expected answer facets from a query question, they classi-
fied and organised search results into answer facets, and 
compared this faceted classification interface with an inter-
face that instead provided a ranked list for a facet recall task. 
Although they didn’t find a significant difference between 
the two interfaces in terms of helping users find more an-

swer facets to a query, the faceted classification approach 
was highly preferred by the test subjects. Hearst (2006) sum-
marised that the success of applying a faceted approach in 
organising information resources or search results is con-
founded, highly dependent on and sensitive to the details of 
the interface design. Kules and Capra’s (2012) eye tracking 
study of user searching in a faceted library catalogue showed 
that facets account for approximately 10–30% of interface 
uses and users do not apply the faceted interface elements 
quickly within a search session. These findings have been 
applied to the design of organisation and navigation systems 
in information architecture (See Ding, Lin, & Zarro, 2017; 
Rosenfeld, Morville, & Arango, 2015 for examples). 

Overall, the role of classification schemes and controlled 
vocabularies and their usefulness for information access in 
information retrieval systems, such as library online cata-
logues and digital libraries, remains an open-ended research 
question. Their usefulness has not been fully realised since 
we still have a limited understanding of the optimal search 
interfaces for facets. 
 
2.2 Dataset search 
 
In past decades, there has appeared a large number of re-
search data repositories and data catalogs. As of 6 February 
2020, re3data.org (Registry of Research Data REpositories) 
had registered more than 2450 research data repositories 
from 246 countries, and this number is still increasing 
(Cousijn and Fenner, 2020). It is becoming a challenge for 
discovering data when more and more research data is made 
open and accessible. If data are not discoverable, the benefit 
and effort that is invested in making data openly available 
will not be fully realised. 

There have been a few studies on the context within 
which data seekers search for data. Based on the analysis of 
79 use cases collected from potential data seekers (de Waard, 
et al., 2017), Wu et al. (2019) summarised ten recommenda-
tions for a data repository to implement in order to support 
a wide range of data search needs. These recommendations 
included the provision of multiple access points to find data. 
Chapman et al (2020) conducted a literature survey of da-
taset search within open data portals that included data, da-
tabases, information retrieval, entity centric search and tab-
ular search. They identified challenges for dataset search, 
challenges including but not limited to formal query lan-
guage, providing additional information to support the 
query process, and facilitating user exploration and interac-
tion with a result set. A user study of data sensemaking be-
haviour by Koesten et al. (2021) has suggested that the pro-
vision of contextual information is needed for data reuse 
based on the findings of user activity patterns and attributes. 

In a survey of where data repositories are at concerning 
their data retrieval systems (Khalsa el al 2018), about 73% of 
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participating repositories had deployed out-of-the-box 
search systems that usually adopt the document retrieval 
models, and about 77% of repositories had not conducted 
any kind of evaluation on data retrieval or discovery perfor-
mance. Carevic et al. (2020) argued that due to the diverse 
nature of datasets, document retrieval models often do not 
work as efficiently for retrieving datasets (compared to re-
trieval of publications), and their study of user search logs 
indicates that queries for dataset search are different from 
those for publication search. The data search track from the 
NII Testbeds and Community for Information Access Re-
search Project (NTCIR) is an initiative to test and evaluate 
dataset search, using a common collection and search tasks, 
with the aim of advancing dataset search engine perfor-
mance, and the Text Retrieval Conference (https://trec. 
nist.gov/overview.html) has also played a significant role in 
advancing document search and web search (Kato et al., 
2020). A test collection for dataset search in the domain of 
biodiversity research by Löffler et al. (2021) is another effort 
to advance the dataset search technology; however, the 
question corpus could be expanded to enable a more robust 
testing of the effectiveness of search algorithms, and the rel-
evance judgments by human assessors could further con-
sider the partial relevance and involve more than one judge 
for relevance judgement. 

In summary, among those studies on dataset search, 
there are few which explore the role of controlled vocabu-
laries in dataset discovery. This topic has however been 
widely studied in the context of library catalogue search and 
other contexts such as commercial product search etc. This 
exploratory study aims to bridge the gap by presenting a case 
study that analyses the implementation of a specific con-
trolled vocabulary in a data catalogue.  
 
3.0 Case study: the Research Data Australia 

catalogue collection 
 
Research Data Australia (RDA)2 is an Australian national 
research data catalogue. RDA is developed and maintained 
by the Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC)3, 
which is an Australian Government funded initiative sup-
porting research through promotion of FAIR principles 
and development of high-quality research data assets. RDA 
has two major components: a catalogue registry at the 
backend and a data discovery portal at the frontend.  
 
3.1 RDA registry 
 
The registry harvests dataset metadata from approximately 
100 Australian universities, research organisations, cultural 
heritage institutes and public sector agencies. The registry 
contains about 150,000 metadata records of datasets (as of 
June 2020). These records are encoded in the Registry In-

terchange Format - Collections and Services (RIF-CS) 
schema.  

RDA, as an aggregator, harvests metadata from different 
schemas (e.g. ISO19115, Dublin Core, Data Documenta-
tion Initiative). Metadata in those schemas are automati-
cally mapped to the RIF-CS schema during the harvesting 
process through pre-defined crosswalks.  

ARDC encourages metadata contributors to adopt stand-
ard or community endorsed vocabularies to make metadata 
interoperable. For subject headings, RDA accommodates a 
number of vocabularies4 including the three component clas-
sifications of the Australian and New Zealand Standard Re-
search Classification (ANZSRC), and others such as the 
Global Change Master Directory (GCMD)5, Powerhouse 
Museum Object Name Thesaurus (PONT)6, Library of 
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), Australian Pictorial 
Thesaurus (APT), Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms 
(PSYCHIT), and ISO639-3. The RIF-CS schema includes 
properties enabling metadata contributors to identify the 
source of vocabulary terms.4 We hope that by accommodat-
ing both discipline-agnostic and discipline-specific vocabu-
laries, more search scenarios can be supported.  

The ANZSRC comprises three classifications. The 
Fields of Research (FoR) is disciplinary agnostic and widely 
used for classifying research undertaken in Australia and 
New Zealand. The ANZSRC-FoR is reviewed periodically; 
the latest version was released in June 2020. This study uses 
the 2008 release in alignment with the timelines when data 
records were generated for inclusion within RDA. The 
2008 release of the ANZSRC-FoR has 1417 category/ 
terms, arranged in 3 hierarchical levels; the top level has 22, 
the second level 157 and the third level 1238 terms respec-
tively, representing broad to narrow research areas. Each 
term is assigned a code - terms from the top level a two digit 
code, then terms from the second and the third levels four 
and six digit codes respectively; for example, 04 Earth Sci-
ences → 0403 Geology → 040310 Sedimentology.  
 
3.2 RDA data discovery portal 
 
The RDA portal is for human users to discover data; it pro-
vides a standard search box for keyword search and ad-
vanced search, as well as collection browse and search result 
filtering. Subject metadata are used in five ways:  
 
1.  All subject metadata are included in the collection index 

and weighted the same way as other indexed terms, thus 
subject metadata are searchable.  

2.  Subject metadata are used for browsing the catalogue 
(Figure 1).  

3.  Subject metadata are used in facet search (as part of ad-
vanced search) (Figure 2).  
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4.  ANZSRC-FoR subject metadata are used as facet filters 
of a search result (Figure 2).  

5.  Within a metadata record, all subject metadata are dis-
played as a hyperlink.  

A click on a link will result in retrieving all records with that 
subject metadata (Figure 3). Note that in method 2 and 4, 
only ANZSRC-FoR subject metadata are included. This 
means the records that don’t have a subject heading from 

 

Figure 1. Browse By Subjects from the RDA homepage 

 

Figure 2. Subject metadata used in advanced search and facet filter of a search result 
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the ANZSRC-FoR terms are not discoverable via collection 
browse or by facet filtering.  
 
4.0 Analysis 
 
4.1 Analysis of the distribution of subject metadata  
 
To answer the first research question about how well data 
records are described with subject metadata, we analysed the 
number of RDA data records that have at least a subject 
heading regardless of which classification code or vocabu-
lary is used. The analysis includes 142,792 data records (as 
registered in June 2020). Figure 4 shows the number of rec-
ords per type of subject vocabulary. The ANZSRC-FoR 
code is used much more often than other subject vocabular-
ies; about 55% of records have at least an ANZSRC-FoR 
term, while few records have been assigned with terms from 
disciplinary vocabulary such as PONT and PSYCHIT. The 
blue bars in Figure 5 show the usage of the ANZSRC-FoR 
vocabulary: about 45% of records have 0 ANZSRC-FoR 
terms, 29% 1 to 2 terms, 9% 3 to 5 terms, 16% 6 to 10, and 
the other 1% have more than 10 terms.  

These numbers show some issues, including:  
 
1. There is inconsistent distribution of subject metadata 

across metadata records, due to different approaches 
taken to metadata creation, by upstreaming data reposi-

tories that contribute metadata to RDA. For example, 
some repositories mandate that the subject metadata 
contains at least one heading, while other repositories 
leave the subject metadata as optional.  

2. The uneven distribution of RDA records towards a few 
research areas indicates ARDC may need to proactively 
seek content from underrepresented research areas to en-
rich RDA holdings and to demonstrate provision of ser-
vice to the whole research community.  

3.  As discussed in the previous section, only ANZSRC-
FoR terms are included in browsing and facet filtering, 
so about 45% of records (those without ANZSRC-FoR 
terms) are excluded from browsing and from facet filter-
ing, which results in fewer discoverability options for 
these records.  

 
4.2  Log analysis of the use of subject metadata in 

data discovery 
 
Log analysis has been widely used to discover what users 
search for and how users interact with a search system (e.g 
Jansen 2009, Kacprzak et al. 2018, Schultheiß et al., 2020, 
Walsh et al, 2019). Here we also undertook log analysis to 
explore our second research question: how often data seek-
ers utilise subject metadata in their data search. We analysed 
a 2019 user interaction log from RDA. The yearly log has 
1,013,193 entries from 321,695 unique IPs. We first seg-

 

Figure 3. Subject heading is used in facet search 
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mented the entries into sessions; a session starts from either 
a new IP address or from the same IP address following 30 
minutes of inactivity. This results in 460,168 sessions in to-
tal. 

There are in total 42,185 sessions with at least a search 
event. A search event can be a keyword search, an advanced 
search, browse by subject or a search updated with subject 
filters. We observed that a generic subject vocabulary 
(ANZSRC-FoR) is used much more often than a disci-
pline-specific vocabulary: 7010 (16.6%) of these search ses-
sions involved facet searches or filters with the ANZSRC-

FoR subject filters, while only 59 (0.2%) filtered with the 
GCMD. This may be due to:  

 
1.  constraint of the search interface, only ANZSRC-FoRis 

included in both facet search and facet filter, all other vo-
cabularies are in facet search only.  

2.  RDA is a generalist data catalogue targeting users from 
all research fields, and so users as recorded may not be 
familiar with terms that are specific to a discipline, thus 
less likely to select disciplinary specific terms (e.g. 
GCMD) in facet search.  

 

Figure 4. The number of records with subject terms from each controlled vocabulary 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the usage and the distribution of the ANZSRC-FoR subject metadata 
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The red bars in Figure 5 show the breakdown of those ses-
sions utilising each ANZSRC-FoR code. We can see that 
the level of use of each ANZSRC-FoR code is quite similar, 
although the codes with a higher number of assigned rec-
ords tend to attract more usage; the pearson correlation co-
efficient (0.46) indicates this correlation is weak, i.e. the uti-
lising of subject metadata in facilitating data discovery is not 
dominated by a few research fields. 
 
4.3 Machine learning approach for automatic tagging 

the RDA data records 
 
As discussed in Section 4.1, nearly half of the catalogue rec-
ords do not include a subject term in the subject field; this 
is a well-known issue facing cataloguers, as manually assign-
ing each data record with terms from a subject vocabulary is 
a laborious activity. Hence, automatically assigning subject 
terms to catalogue records has been widely researched (e.g. 
Golub et al., 2020). The automatic classification experi-
ment presented in this section tests how successful is the au-
tomatic assignment of terms to records missing a subject 
term. Here we present an experiment with ANZSRC-FoR’s 
top level of 22 two digit codes/terms. 

There is no classifier that will work for all collections, as 
each collection may have different characteristics in terms of 
content coverage, word distribution and association, thus a 
classifier trained and tested with one collection may have 
different results when applied to another collection. In this 
preliminary study, we apply four supervised machine learn-
ing classification models to the RDA collection, with the 
aim of testing the feasibility of automatically assigning 
ANZSRC-FoR terms as labels to RDA data records. The 
four models are:  
 
– Multinomial logistic regression (MLR)7,  
– Multinomial naive bayes (MNB),  
– K Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and 
– Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
 
All these models are widely used for text classification in the 
machine learning literature (Kowsari et al. 2019). We imple 
mented the above models using the Python Scikit-learn pack-
age (2021) by adapting source codes as introduced by Zafra 
(2019). 
 
4.3.1 Experiment collection 
  
A supervised learning method is one in which the model 
learns from records that already have subject metadata, as 
training data. We have 77918 records that have been as-
signed with at least one ANZSRC-FoR term. The top level 
of two digit codes/terms have been assigned to 84988 rec-
ords in total, as a record may have been assigned more than 

one term. The distribution of records per code is highly bi-
ased toward a few codes (e.g. 21, 06 and 04 in Table 1), and 
this may introduce bias in the process of developing training 
models, and may negatively affect the classification accu-
racy of the trained models for the rare class (Zhang et al., 
2017). We thus randomly downsized sample records from 
the terms that have a large number of records in order to 
balance class distribution, a widely used strategy for classifi-
cation in cases of imbalanced class distribution (Zhang et al., 
2017). The furthest right column of Table 1 shows the 
number of records per two digit code as used in the experi-
ment, and the star (*) indicates that these categories are un-
der-represented, thus all records from these categories are 
included in the experiment, i.e. downsize does not apply to 
these categories.  

After we built a collection of records for classification, 
we first extracted and combined the title and the descrip-
tion from each record, removed words from the stop-words 
list included in the python NLTK library (words like “the”, 
“a”, “in”) to reduce noise, then applied the Lemmatizer 
method to stem the remaining words into tokens (e.g lem-
matising the words “playing”, “plays”, “played” to “play”). 
Each token is given a numeric value based on the tf*idf, 
where tf represents term frequency in a record, and where 
idf represents the inverse frequency of a token in all records 
in the collection. The remaining tokens and their values per 
record are the input to the four classification codes that are 
the focus of this experiment. 
 
4.3.2 Classification performance  
 
Each classification method used three quarters of records 
from each category for the training model, and the remain-
ing one quarter was used for testing. Table 2 shows test per-
formance of each classifier in terms of precision, i.e. the 
number of records that are correctly assigned to a category, 
where the micro-average aggregates the true predictions of 
all classes, and where the macro-average computes precision 
per class and then takes the average. For unbalanced num-
bers of labelled data per category, the micro-average shows a 
bias toward bigger categories, the macro-averaging treats all 
categories equally, and the weighted average takes a propor-
tion of each category when performing the macro-averag-
ing. We can see that the four classifiers have very close per-
formance, with the MLR being slightly better than the 
other three (which is also the most efficient model). The 
performance varies from category to category; 6 categories 
colored in green have their precision closer to 1, while 7 in 
red are under 0.5, and the rest are in between. All the poor 
performing categories (in red) are from those under-repre-
sented categories, as shown in Table 1.  

The more distinct features representing a category, the 
higher classification precision can be achieved. We find the 
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features from those under-represented categories do not 
well represent their category. Table 3 shows an example of 
the top 5 most correlated features and the bottom 5 least 
correlated features for the categories 04 and 15 respectively. 
The top 5 and even some bottom 5 terms represent the sub-

ject 04 “Earth Science” well, while the top 5 highly corre-
lated terms that represent the subject “(Commerce, Man-
agement, Tourism and Services)” are general, and do not 
distinguish this category from the rest. This may indicate 
that some manual intervention is required to boost the la-

Table 1. The number of records per top two digit 
code (* indicating under-represented categories, 
thus no down size applied to the category) 

Table 2. Classification precision per top two-digit code 

 

Table 3. Top 5 most and least correlated features for 
the category 04 (Earth Science) and 15 (Commerce, 
Management, Tourism and Services).  
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belling of the under-represented categories in the collection. 
Data providers from these categories should be encouraged 
to use more distinct words to describe their data records, be-
fore an automatic classification is applied to the collection.  

It is well documented in the literature that no classifier 
exists that works well  

for different text classification tasks (Kowsari et al. 
2019). Even for the same task, the performance of an ML 
classification model largely depends on the nuances of 
training data such as class distribution, features and data 
volume. In a relevant study by Golub et al. (2020), two 
models -- MNB and SVM -- are applied for a similar but not 
the same task of automatically assigning subject terms to 
digital resources, and the Dewey Decimal classification sys-
tem is used for subject classification. In this study, several 
training datasets with different number of classes (ranging 
from 29 to 806 classes), class distribution (data rich classes 
of at least 1000 data records and data-poor classes of one sin-
gle record), and different text (title and keywords), were cu-
rated to evaluate the performance of automatic assignment 
of subject classes. Their models also show varying perfor-
mance with accuracy (result biased by frequent categories) 
in the range of 34%--80% and SVM generally shows better 
performance over MNB.  
 
5.0 Discussion and ongoing work  
 
This paper presents a case study of how well subject 
metadata are presented and utilised from a national data cat-
alogue. Our initial study reveals that:  
 
1.  there is an inconsistent distribution of subject metadata 

across metadata records;  
2.  users from 12.6% of search sessions make use of subject 

filters or searches;  
3.  automatic classification of data records performance dif-

fers from category to category, with better performance 
by those well-represented categories and well described 
records. 

 
Those records with zero or poor subject metadata may not 
be discovered if a subject filter is applied. Indeed, 20% of 
zero hits could be attributed to the poor quality of metadata 
records in library catalogue systems (Schultheiß et al., 
2020). We will undertake further investigation to determine 
if there are any differences between search sessions with sub-
ject filters involved and those without, or if some types of 
queries (e.g., with broad meaning or scope) may make 
greater use of subject filters. We may also need to explore 
how to map subject metadata from other classification 
scheme to ANZSRC-FoR to address semantic gaps 
(MacFarlane, 2016), as mapping between subject metadata 
is important for interoperability especially for a catalogue 

aggregator that harmonises content from multiple distrib-
uted resources (Tudhope and Binding, 2016). We will con-
tinue our observation through log analysis, to explore 
whether the overall usage of subject search and filter corre-
lates with an increase in the number of records containing 
subject metadata. 

Our initial classification experiment result shows that, 
on average, the simple machine learning method MLR per-
forms better than the other three methods; and all four ex-
perimented methods work well for records with categories 
that are well represented in the collection and which have a 
good number of high-correlated terms representing their 
designated categories. That is, machine learning methods 
can work well for records with high-quality metadata in 
well-represented categories within the collection. This find-
ing can guide data repository managers in selection of sub-
ject vocabularies and may guide developers in creating ap-
propriate functions to make best use of subject vocabularies 
for enhancing the data discovery experience of data seekers.  

Note that this classification experiment was conducted 
on the top-level categories of the ANZSRC-FoR hierarchy. 
For automatic subject classification to be of practical use, it 
is more desirable to explore more granular categories with 
four digit or six digit codes. Towards this end, more records 
with granular codes need to be collected for training ma-
chine learning models to achieve better classification perfor-
mance.  

Our future work will also seek to understand more about 
the characteristics of different types of repositories (e.g., a 
generic one like RDA, a discipline oriented one, for exam-
ple, an earth science data portal that supports the GCMD 
vocabulary), their intended users, users’ search behaviour 
and relationships between search behaviour and metadata 
types/attributes. Based on this understanding, we intend to 
investigate how the RDA, as a discipline agnostic data re-
pository, can balance subject metadata from both discipline 
agnostic and specific vocabularies.  
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Notes 
 
1. Australian Research Council: Classification Codes - 

FoR, RFCD, SEO and ANZSIC Codes 
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2. Research Data Australia (RDA): https:// researchdata. 
edu.au/ 

3. Australian Research Data Commons: http://ardc.edu. 
au 

4. Subject metadata as accommodated by RDA: https:// 
documentation.ardc.edu.au/display/DOC/Subject#Sub 
ject-Subjectattributes 

5. Global Change Master Directory (GCMD): https:// 
earthdata.nasa.gov/earth-observation-data/find-data/gc 
md/gcmd-keywords 

6. Powerhouse Museum Object Name Thesaurus (pont): 
https://maas.museum/research/object-name-thesaurus/ 

7. Despite the name, Multinomial logistic regression is a 
classification model also known as maximum-entropy 
classification (MaxEnt) or the log-linear model.  
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